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Stones" by Shawn Bitters; "Canopy" by Taryn McMahon; "Demos Onoiroi" by Mark Hosford; "Laugh Riot" by
Midwest Pressed (Tim Dooley and Aaron Wilson).

By Lauren Hittinger

This September the first East Coast Screen Print Biennial is coming to the Capital Region, and it's a pretty big
deal.

Screen printing as an art form has been around since the early 1900s, tracing its roots to industrial printing. And
most of us have screen printed items in our houses, probably in clothing and other textiles. Even so, there hasn't
been a recent large scale exhibition in the United States to showcase the art form.

Local artist and RPI faculty member Nathan Meltz decided to change that. So he organized the biennial at the
Arts Center of the Capital Region in Troy to celebrate the artistic side of the medium and showcase many of the
different paths this artform can take.

First of all, what is screen printing?

Screen printing is an image-making process in which a stencil is created on stretched synthetic mesh. Ink is
forced through the open areas of the mesh stencil, and an image is printed on a variety of printing materials,
called substrates. These substrates can vary, from paper, to textiles, to ceramics and plastics. This process is
used in processes as varied as art prints to printed circuit boards. This process is also called silkscreen,
serigraphy, and screen printing, depending on where you where educated about the process.

http://screenprintbiennial.com/
http://nathanmeltz.com/home.html
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Nathan Meltz

Why did you decide to pull together this show?

Back in the summer of 2013, I attended a printmaking conference in Scotland, where art historian Richard
Noyce presented on an Experimental Etching Biennial somewhere in the Soviet Union Eastern Block. It got me
thinking, "Is there a screen printing biennial? Anywhere?"

The answer was that has been a Japanese screen print biennial, but, as far as I could tell, there was no running
screenprint biennial in the USA.  It got me thinking that there should be, and I started brainstorming in my head,
thinking "what would my dream screen print show look like?"

What should someone visiting the exhibition expect to see?

A visitor should expect to see framed prints on walls. And giant vinyl stickers on the floor. And maybe the
ceiling.
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Giant mylar sheets will be hanging from the ceiling, and there will be several sculptures, one of them really big.
There will be some animation, and a good amount of politics.

Who are the artists involved in this exhibition?

There are approximately 30 artists involved (some artists, like the Little Friends of Printmaking, are actually
two people). The artists are selected from all over the USA, and represent a range from academic artists, to
working artists represented by galleries, to people who skirt the line between fine artists and the graphic design
world.

I selected all the artists because I thought they all made innovative, expressive, or important works highlighting
the medium of screen printing. The show in no way tries to be a survey or a "who's who" of the medium. The
biennial is just the start of a conversation about contemporary screen printing, a conversation I hope will
continue for many years and many more biennials.

I selected all the artists because I thought they all made innovative, expressive, or important works highlighting
the medium of screen printing. The show in no way tries to be a survey or a "who's who" of the medium. The
biennial is just the start of a conversation about contemporary screen printing, a conversation I hope will
continue for many years and many more biennials.

This interview has been edited and condensed.
____

Here's the brochure for the biennial. The opening reception is Friday, September 12 from 5-8 pm at the Arts
Center. There's a symposium that Saturday from 12:30-1:30 pm. The exhibit runs through October 11.

And during September's Troy Night Out (September 26), there will be exhibits at various locations around
downtown Troy.

All the events are free.

Lauren writes about shopping, crafting, and living well on a small budget at The Thrifty Ginger.

Meltz photo courtesy of Nathan Meltz
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Say Something!

We'd really like you to take part in the conversation here at All Over Albany. But we do have a few rules here.
Don't worry, they're easy. The first: be kind. The second: treat everyone else with the same respect you'd like to
see in return. Cool? Great, post away. Comments are moderated so it might take a little while for your comment
to show up. Thanks for being patient.

name:

email address: (won't be displayed)

web site:

comment:
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The Scoop

Ever wish you had a smart, savvy friend with the inside line on what's happening around the Capital Region?
You know, the kind of stuff that makes your life just a little bit better? Yeah, we do, too. That's why we created
All Over Albany. Find out more.
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The history of Albany as seen through beer-colored lenses

There are many ways to look at the long history of Albany and the surrounding region: politically,
economically, architecturally, and so on. Craig Gravina and... (more)

EMPAC as model

From a NYT article about officials dropping the Frank Gehry design for the planned Performing Arts Center at
the World Trade Center in NYC (emphasis... (more)

Hannibal Buress at The Egg

Comedian Hannibal Buress is set for a standup show at The Egg November 20. Tickets go on sale this Friday
(September 4) -- they're $28.... (more)

East Greenbush councilwoman says she's being ostracized over casino switch, David Cassidy pleads
guilty to DWI, divers uncover 1870s ammo in Lake George

Chris Churchill talks with Mary Ann Matters, the East Greenbush town councilwoman who reversed her
support of the proposed casino, about the backlash she's received... (more)
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This September the first East Coast Screen Print Biennial is coming to the Capital Region, and it's a pretty big
deal. Screen printing as an... (more)
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... We also had tantalizing tomatoes that made us smile and have some more.The tomatoes were a
gift from a man in the community gardens in Albany, that grew them just so he could share with
people.That made them even sweeter...

... said jean schwartz about Drawing: Saratoga Wine & Food Festival

"Sounds bonkers, right? But I think it just might work."

...has 4 comments, most recently from BS

What to do with used books?

...has 18 comments, most recently from chrisck

Riding along with the skyline

...has 3 comments, most recently from spencer

Sean Rowe Madman preview now, album release show coming up in Troy

...has 1 comment, most recently from spencer

Albany County, Wyoming

...has 1 comment, most recently from Jeff M
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